IGF Policy Network on Artificial Intelligence

Multistakeholder Working Group

4th meeting

18 July 2023 at 13:00-14:30 UTC
Agenda

1. Opening
   Learnings from the IGF 2023 Second Open Consultations / MAG Meeting
   Message from the IGF 2023 Host Country

2. Updates from the PNAI report drafting teams

3. Expert presentations
   Giulia Martini, WFP
   Celine Caira, OECD

4. Next steps

5. Closing and any other business
PNAI timeline 2023

1. PNAI meeting
2. OPEN DIALOGUE
3. GATHER INFORMATION
4. DRAFTING
5. CONSULTATION Sep. 12-19
6. IGF 2023 Oct 8-12
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4 Next steps

5 Closing and any other business
Opening
Learnings from the IGF 2023 Second Open Consultations and MAG Meeting

Amrita Choudhury and Audace Niyonkuru, PNAI facilitators
Message from the IGF 2023 Host Country

Nobuhisa Nishigata, Director of Computer Communications Division, Ministry of Internal affairs and Communications, Japan
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Updates from the PNAI report drafting teams

Yik Chan Chin, Sergio Mayo, Umut Pajaro Velasquez, Isabelle Lois, Shamira Ahmed
PNAI report
Drafting teams drive the work on the three chapters

GLOBAL INTEROPERABILITY OF AI GOVERNANCE + AI AND GENDER / RACE + ENVIRONMENT AND AI

LEARNINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Updates from the drafting teams

GLOBAL INTEROPERABILITY OF AI GOVERNANCE
Yik Chan Chin
Sergio Mayo

AI AND GENDER / RACE
Umut Pajaro Velasquez
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ENVIRONMENT AND AI
Shamira Ahmed
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Expert presentation, WFP

Giulia Martini
Expert presentation, OECD

Celine Caira
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Next steps

Closing and any other business
Next steps

Drafting team meetings continue, teams to start writing now!
► Everyone welcome to leave suggestions through Google docs.

Want to contribute to drafting the Introduction?
► Contact Maikki (maikki.sipinen@un.org)

Next PNAl meeting
► In August, Tuesday 15.8. at 13:00-14:30 UTC. Registration to start soon!

Meeting registration, summaries, materials, mailing lists:
www.intgovforum.org/en/content/pnai-materials
Thank You
Merci
Спасибо
Gracias
Stay informed on the PNAI work
Join the global dialogue on AI

www.intgovforum.org/en/pnai

Coordinator: Maikki Sipinen maikki.sipinen@un.org